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1: Expositorâ€™s Bible Commentary (12 volumes)
The Bible Exposition Commentary. Here is a commentary that doesn't read like a commentary but like letters from a
good friend. Here is the exciting truth of the New Testament Scriptures wrapped in the warm, personal style of one of
America's best-loved Bible teachers.

Unlike other commentaries I have used, the Bible Expostition Commentary is very easy to read and
understand. It explains the New Testament verse by verse with creative illustrations and applicable
cross-references. It is very suitable for pleasure reading as well as for in-depth Bible Study. This is a great
resource for both ministers and laity. It took more than 3 decades for Wiersbe to complete. This series began
with the publication of the First John commentary, "Be Real". By Wiersbe completed the 23 volumes of the
New Testament; it was published as a two volume collection in The 4 Volume Old Testament was completed
in These commentaries are titled: The final volume, Wisdom and Poetry, was published in Green on Oct 31,
We are using this book as a reference in our weekly Bible Study class and find it very resourceful when
elaborating on Bible Scripture. He makes the Bible come alive. I highly reccomend this book. A must read for
all Christians New Testament Commentary well done By Bobby-head on Feb 13, Excellent commentary for
all, Pastors, teachers, laymem, students, will all benefit from this book that was compiled from his BE
booklets. Two books covering the New Testament. Buy it yesterday, you will not be let down. I am very
happy that I bought it through this site. This is a must have for those who have a personal library for serious
Bible study. Bible Exposition Commentary, Vol. A good reference book to read By Michigan on Aug 11,
Very good book. Distributor are very professional and efficient. They have all mentioned how helpful the
Commentary has been in their work. Five Stars By Paulette S. Hands down, one of the best out there. The title
of this book is Bible Exposition Commentary, Vol. This particular edition is in a Hardcover format. It was
published by Chariot Victor Pub and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price,
Click Here.
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2: Bible Exposition Commentary, 23 Vols - Logos Bible Software
The Bible Exposition CommentaryHere is a commentary that doesn't read like a commentary but like letters from a good
www.enganchecubano.com is the exciting truth of the New Testament Scriptures wrapped in the warm, personal style of
one of America's best-loved Bible www.enganchecubano.com at last is The Bible Exposition Commentary, all
twenty-three of Dr. Warren.

Ross Stay tuned for an exclusive quote from the commentary on this blog. You can read my review of Volume
1 here on Scripture Zealot blog. I will re-iterate some of what was written there in the beginning portion. I
read the exposition of Genesis by Ross entitled Creation and Blessing and became a fan of him and his style. It
starts right off with Psalm There is no index of any kind at the end of this volume or Volume 1, so I would
assume that Volume 3 will. Volume 2 is exactly the same color and height as Volume 1, so they will look
good next to each other on your bookshelf. One example would be in Psalm Ross says that this is figurative
for flourishing and healthy. So does the literal translation convey the meaning? Also interesting to me is right
off in Psalm Next comes Composition and Context which is basically a short introduction with any
information that will be helpful in understanding the Psalm as a whole. Then there is Exegetical Analysis
which might have a short comment on the genre and structure, and then a short Summary with an outline. The
commentary itself is titled Commentary In Expositional Form. Sometimes he will go verse by verse and
sometimes groups verses. Everything is very focused and orderly without being dry, partly because of the last
section being a short Message and Application. He seems to follow C. Something else a good commentator
like Ross does is help you to learn to read Scripture better in general. Here is a good one on Amazon. I think
this makes it a great commentary for a wide audience. If I could write anything at all negative it would be that
the font size is actually a little larger than what I like, which is a plus for many people, and the lack of indices.
Kregel Academic October 23, Hardcover:
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3: The Expositorâ€™s Bible Commentary (EBC) (12 vols.) - Logos Bible Software
Dr Wiersbe's Bible Exposition Commentary of the NT is a superb commentary set of the NT. His writing is supremely
readable and easy to understand. He discusses many controversial topics that are pertinent to today's society and gives
good references for his ideas.

However, I have come to doubt the best commentary website and now just use the website to see what is out
there. In fact I continued to use my hard copy set of Tyndale commentaries in preference to using these in
accordance, possibly because of the format and size of the tyndale commentaries. Since getting the wbc set in
Accordance, I very rarely use these volumes now. Even before getting the wbc set, I would still go to the
abridged ebc as that had enough to get me thinking and rarely consulted the full set. I originally had the
abridged version which i used a lot and so upgraded to this set as many of the volumes figured highly on the
best commentary website prior to the revised ebc being published. To challenge me to rethink about a passage,
I use the nivac commentaries also in Accordance and a more recent purchase than ebc. For a fresh look at the
Torah, I use the jps commentaries. And the torah, a modern commentary. As John has said, the notes are in a
separate module, on ios devices, this means you cant view both the text and the notes at the same time. This is
another downside with both ebc and the ios accordance interface. With the wbc the info is all there and
helpfully structured though the ot and nt sets cannot be linked on ios. The main value for me with the ebc are
the essays. But its weak points still offer great insight. It is true that the revised version is an improvement.
But a lot of what was removed from the original edition I find I miss. If you can get this set on sale it is well
worth having. The voices that are here that have been replaced in the EBCR are still valuable and worth
hearing. The introductory articles in Volume 1 are very good and well worth reading. It goes to hebrew
language without making me tired of it, and in a few lines it gives a lot of insight. In Accordance it is divided
into two resources, the commentary and the notes. Unlike other commentaries, the notes section is where the
more technical aspects of language and textual criticism are discussed. This allows for English only users to
not have to deal at all with the more technical aspect of the commentary, an yet allows those interested to
investigate those matters more deeply by referring to the EBC Notes module. In theory this may be a good
idea, but I find it less than ideal for my studies. I prefer not to have to reference two resources to get the
complete entry on a pericope. This minor detail is however my only criticism of this set. One of the best
features of this set is the introductory material that would be missed if the user simply links the commentary to
the biblical text in Accordance. There are 35 introductory articles written by some of the best scholars of the
time. A few examples are: The Transmission and Translation of the Bible by F. These are outstanding
resources in themselves. Like all sets, there are some great and some average volumes. The commentary on
Matthew is probably one of the best written on that book. Carson, did a great job on this commentary,
although it is longer than the other volumes in the set. Lastly, the price of this commentary in Accordance
makes it one of the most affordable. There is an Accordance Podcast that compares this commentary with the
Tyndale that you should review if you are trying to decide which of these two affordable sets is best for you.
Fortunately I have both. As commentary on the text, I prefer the Tyndale set, but I really appreciate the
introductory material provided in the Expository Bible Commentary. Either way, you cannot go wrong.
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4: The Bible Exposition Commentary, Ephesians to Revelation by Warren W. Wiersbe
The Bible Exposition Commentary New Testament, Vol. 2 by Wiersbe, Warren W. and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

Handley Carr Glyn Moule M. George Adam Smith D. Mark - By Rev. Chadwick Genesis - By Prof. Hebrews
- By Principal T. Second Series, Galatians - By Prof. The Pastoral Epistles - By Rev. Isaiah - By Prof. The
Epistles of St. John - By Rev. Jeremiah - By Rev. Matthew - By Rev. Exodus - By Rev. Luke - By Rev.
Fourth Series, Ecclesiastes - By Rev. Jude - By Rev. Proverbs - By Rev. Leviticus - By Rev. The Gospel of St.
John - By Prof. The Book of Job - By R. Ephesians - By Prof. Philippians - By Principal Rainy, D. Ezra,
Nehemiah, Esther - By Prof. Joshua - By Prof. The Psalms - By A. Peter - By Prof. Seventh Series, 2 Kings By Rev. Romans - By H. The Books of Chronicles - By Prof. Numbers - By R. The Book of Jeremiah - By
Prof. Deuteronomy - By Prof. Ezekiel - By Prof. He was educated at the University of Aberdeen and
graduated in He studied for the ministry at the Free Church Divinity Hall there until , when he was ordained
minister of the Free Church at Dufftown, Banffshire. In Nicoll was forced to retire from pastoral ministry after
an attack of typhoid had badly damaged his lung. In he moved south to London and began his editorship of
The Expositor and the British Weekly , posts which he held for the rest of his life. He made the British
Weekly widely influential, published several religious and secular books, was knighted in , and was made a
companion of honor a prestigious order two years before his death Nicoll was a prolific editor of expository
works and left behind a literary legacy that has placed all preachers in his debt.
5: Bible Exposition Commentary, Vol. 1: New Testament by Warren W. Wiersbe ()
The Bible Exposition Commentary New Testament, Vol. 2 by Wiersbe, Warren W.. Chariot Victor Pub. Hardcover. Very
Good Condition. Has some wear. Five star seller - Buy with confidence!.

6: - The Bible Exposition Commentary Vol. 2 by Warren W Wiersbe
Find best value and selection for your BIBLE EXPOSITION COMMENTARY WARREN WIERSBE VOL 1 2 search on
eBay. World's leading marketplace.

7: Bible Exposition Commentary, New Testament by Warren W. Wiersbe
Book Summary: The title of this book is Bible Exposition Commentary, Vol. 1 and it was written by Warren W. Wiersbe.
This particular edition is in a Hardcover format. This particular edition is in a Hardcover format.

8: Book Review: A Commentary On The Psalms Vol. 2 by Allen P. Ross | Scripture Zealot blog
The Bible Exposition Commentary, Ephesians to Revelation has 16 ratings and 1 review. Volume 6 of the Bible
Exposition Commentary 6-volume set.

9: The Bible Exposition Commentary New Testament, Vol.1 & 2 by Wiersbe, Warren W. | eBay
All the New Testament "BE" books compiled in a handy, two-volume set. Study Matthew through Revelation in digestible
sections that emphasize personal application and biblical content.
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